AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

*Output may vary between different vehicles.

STEINBAUER Power Enhancement

STEINBAUER.
More Power. More Profit.

The STEINBAUER PowerModule is the safest and most effective
way to tune modern diesel engines. The STEINBAUER product is a
microprocessor-controlled, ‘’Intelligent PowerModule’’. It works in
such a way that the factory ECU remains in control of the engine
safety settings. Therefore, your machine does not go outside the
safety parameters set by the manufacturer.

Our Tier4A performance modules are working, is yours?
With applications available for the full range of Tier4A
engines STEINBAUER is the proven and reliable choice for
additional power for your new Tier4 machine. Our plug
and play solution provides 25% increases in both power and torque, with the added benefit of optimizing fuel
consumption without adversely effecting the reliability of
your engine.

Other forms of diesel tuning such as ECU remapping/chip tuning
or the most common form of Ag machine tuning, devices that plug
into the end of the common rail pressure sensor, modify the signal resulting in increased fuel rail pressure to deliver more fuel.
This multi-channel tuning will override the manufacturers safety
settings and can result in the possibility of damage to the engine.
The STEINBAUER PowerModule works with your ECU, not against
it, which is what makes this the safest and most effective solution available on the North American market. The STEINBAUER PowerModule connects to the ECU via original equipment
specification connectors (NO CUTTING OF WIRES) and alters the

The STEINBAUER product is quite simply the most effective, reliable and advanced power-enhancement product
available for your agricultural engine on the North American market. “Of course there are cheaper products on the
market - but is cheaper really better? When you are talking
about a machine worth thousands of dollars - would you
really trust this with a cut-price product?” says Engineering
Director Hubert Eder.
Once installed with a STEINBAUER PowerModule you are
able to work more acres per hour, this translates into less
hours required to cover the
same amount of ground. The
saving of time gives an overall
fuel savings of approximately
10%, on some applications even
greater fuel savings are seen.
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The STEINBAUER
module’s are a
Plug’n’Play solution and are
designed to be
easily installed
using original
plug connectors; typically installation can be completed
in around 30 minutes.
Designed to withstand even
the toughest of conditions

Do you have what it takes to be a STEINBAUER Dealer?
At STEINBAUER we don’t just add new dealers and distributors to our list, first we take the time to learn a
little about you and your business. STEINBAUER is a
full service company and we pride ourselves on excellence in customer service and we like to ensure that
our dealer network is the very best available. We offer
full technical training, after sales service and support
and world class marketing material and assistance to
our dealers. Only an authorized STEINBAUER dealer
gets to display this seal of approval. Do you have what
it takes to join the STEINBAUER team?

STEINBAUER adheres to the highest European quality standards. Using automotive industry standard gold contacts
and sealed connectors this ensures their modules are dust,
vibration and moisture resistant.
Committed to the North American market, STEINBAUER
has a dedicated office in Charlotte, NC with a small team
in place, including their own dedicated sales staff and an
ever-growing number of dealers supporting the brand.
‘’With our Charlotte office in place we can better service our
customers and dealers. We offer full before and after sales
support and are able arrange development and technical
support visits from here also.’’ Adds Steinbauer.
So if you are looking to improve the performance of your
Ag machine then look no further than STEINBAUER. Call
their team today and get some expert advice on what a
STEINBAUER can do for you.

Call the team at STEINBAUER today: (877) 886 4649
Choose quality. Choose service. Choose STEINBAUER.

STEINBAUER - Proven quality costs a little more.
LARGEST application list on the market

no ECU flashing - our power module is invisible

over 1000 Agricultural applications

15 years experience in developing, testing and 		
manufacturing of agricultural machinery products

install in under 30 minutes
no change in Common-Rail pressure

tested and sold across the world -operating in all 		
climate conditions

Choose quality. Choose service. choose steinbauer.

injector duration. This achieves the required level of fueling without increasing rail pressure. This method of tuning
removes the issues associated with over pressuring the fuel
system and tripping or having to modify the pressure relief
valve.

